Rebates That Build Revenue

Everyone wins with Zebra's sizable rebates on the ultra-rugged MC9400 Mobile Computer Series. You gain a powerful incentive to capture sales from users of Zebra and competitive devices. Your prospects gain a lucrative reason to switch from legacy mobile computers to leading-edge technology.

And what's good for you and your customers is also good for sustainability initiatives. We'll properly recycle every trade-in to protect the environment from harmful landfill waste and chemicals.

Set a New Standard in Mobility

The new, ultra-rugged Zebra MC9400 Mobile Computer Series set you and your customers up for success.

Rev up connectivity and processing
Offer triple Wi-Fi speeds, rapid 5G and a Qualcomm platform that delivers 2.5x more processing power

Minimize security risks with the first-in-its-class facial biometric recognition solution, Zebra Identity Guardian

Extend scanning over 100 feet away—farther than the competition

Save customers money with backwards compatibility to the MC9300 Mobile Computer Series accessories

Improve returns on investment with support from Android 13 to Android 17

Convert customers to the MC9400 Mobile Computer Series today.

Net New Opportunities

This is your chance to progress customers to the next evolution in mobility. You'll find your potential buyers in the following verticals:

- Warehouse
- Manufacturing
- Retail
- Transportation & Logistics: Ports & Yards
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